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Leaderless resistance is a strategy of opposition that allows for and encourages individuals or small cells to engage in acts of political violence entirely independent of any hierarchy of leadership or network of support. This article examines the development of the leaderless resistance strategy by the radical right and more recently by the radical environmentalist movement. While both movements use leaderless resistance to avoid detection, infiltration, and prosecution by the state, environmental groups like the Earth Liberation Front (ELF) benefit additionally because of the ideological inclusiveness that leaderless resistance fosters. Historically, ideological cleavages have rendered radical environmental groups such as Earth First! less effective than they would have been otherwise. Using leaderless resistance, however, the ELF eliminates all ideology extraneous to the specific cause of halting the degradation of nature. This elimination enables the ELF to mobilize a greater number of ‘‘direct actions.’’
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McVeigh and Eric Rudolph, but it has thus far failed to take hold widely among adherents of the racist far right in the way that Beam envisioned.

Another social movement, however, has been employing the strategy of leaderless resistance with a much higher degree of success. The radical environmentalist movement—the Earth Liberation Front (ELF) in particular—offers a contemporary example of leaderless resistance in action. Although the ELF’s acts are less severe than those of Timothy McVeigh or Eric Rudolph, they are far more numerous. James Jarboe, the FBI’s top domestic terrorism officer, linked the ELF to 600 criminal acts committed between 1996 and 2002, totaling $43 million in damages. Most destructive of these was the arson of a Vail, Colorado ski resort resulting in $12 million in damages. The ELF communiqué claiming responsibility for the Vail fire was written “on behalf of the lynx,” an endangered species threatened by Vail Inc.’s expansion plans, and further warned that “We will be back if this greedy corporation continues to trespass into wild and unroded areas.”

Attacks at many U.S. locations have indeed continued since, including the August, 2003 burning down of a 206-unit apartment complex that had been under construction in San Diego, causing roughly $50 million in damages. Most recently, four attacks occurred in November and December of 2005, three in the USA and one in Greece, together causing an estimated $567,600 in damages. As a consequence of this frequent and escalating leaderless resistance, John Lewis, an FBI deputy assistant director and top official in charge of domestic terrorism, labeled “ecoterrorism,” along with “animal liberation terrorism,” as “the No. 1 domestic terrorism threat” in 2005.

Thus far, academic literature pertaining to leaderless resistance has focused on its use as an effective strategy for avoiding detection, infiltration, and prosecution by a powerful state. In this article, I argue that the strategy of leaderless resistance has another benefit—one most easily enjoyed by social movements that display a high degree of ideological diversity. The radical environmentalist movement, itself an incredibly diverse social movement, thus provides an ideal case study for examining this hitherto unexplored benefit of leaderless resistance.

My central argument is that leaderless resistance allows the ELF to avoid ideological cleavages by eliminating all ideology extraneous to the very specific cause of halting the degradation of nature. In effect, the ELF’s use of leaderless resistance creates an “overlapping consensus” among those with vastly different ideological orientations, mobilizing a mass of adherents that would have never been able to find unanimity of purpose in an organization characterized by a traditional, hierarchical, authority structure. In short, in using leaderless resistance, the ELF allows its adherents to “believe what they will,” while still mobilizing them to commit “direct actions” for a specific cause.

The Development of a Concept: Leaderless Resistance in America’s Radical Right

Motivating Louis Beam’s attempts to popularize leaderless resistance was his realization that the American radical right was reaching a low point in terms of its popularity and strength. He wrote Leaderless Resistance “in the hope that, somehow, America can still produce the brave sons and daughters necessary to fight off ever increasing persecution and oppression.” Because the essay is still salient
for understanding leaderless resistance today, I repeat a significant portion below. Beam writes:

The concept of Leaderless Resistance is nothing less than a fundamental departure in theories of organization. The orthodox scheme of organization is diagrammatically represented by the pyramid, with the mass at the bottom and the leader at the top.

This scheme of organization, the pyramid, is however, not only useless, but extremely dangerous for the participants when it is utilized in a resistance movement against state tyranny. Especially is this so in technologically advanced societies where electronic surveillance can often penetrate the structure revealing its chain of command. Anti-state, political organizations utilizing this method of command and control are easy prey for government infiltration, entrapment, and destruction of the personnel involved.

This understood, the question arises ‘What method is left for those resisting state tyranny?’ A system of organization that is based upon the cell organization, but does not have any central control or direction. Utilizing the Leaderless Resistance concept, all individuals and groups operate independently of each other, and never report to a central headquarters or single leader for direction or instruction, as would those who belong to a typical pyramid organization.

Thus, according to Beam’s original conception, leaderless resistance is only truly in effect when there is a complete absence of “top-down” authority structures. Simson L. Garfinkel later underscored this requirement by maintaining that “hub and spoke” organizations, in which partially independent cells receive commands from above, do not qualify as true leaderless resistance.

Odinist David Lane also contributed to the development of the concept of leaderless resistance. In his article “Wotan is Coming,” Lane describes his movement’s need for an aboveground political arm—the function of which is to disseminate propaganda—as well as an underground militant arm that he called Wotan (for “will of the Aryan nation”). Lane advised that Wotan should “draw recruits from those educated by the political arm,” thus ensuring that adherents are in line ideologically with the rest of the movement. He also stressed, however, that:

When a Wotan “goes active” he severs all apparent or provable ties with the political arm. If he has been so foolish as to obtain “membership” in such an organization, all records of such association must be destroyed or resignation submitted.

The benefits of this severance would be obvious to members of Lane’s movement, who know well the dangers associated with the FBI’s scrutiny.

Both Beam and Lane were ideologues with heavy personal commitments to particular streams of the racist far right, and it only makes sense that they would seek and endorse organizational strategies that would ensure the preservation and advancement of their respective ideologies in toto. Beam, for one, has no doubt that ideological purity is maintainable in non-hierarchical organizational structures,
stating, “It is certainly true that in any movement, all persons involved have the same general outlook, are acquainted with the same philosophy, and generally react to given situations in similar ways.”

Such a generalization would raise the eyebrows of any serious student of social movements, and here the intellectually sophisticated Beam is uncharacteristically simplistic. Likewise, Lane’s recommendation of a severance from Wotan “of all apparent or provable ties with the political arm” creates an organizational system that gives free reign to the centrifugal forces of ideological deviation that threaten all ideological groups, a fact that he either never realizes or chooses not to mention. As I will show below, this conduciveness of leaderless resistance to ideological diversity, which threatens to subvert the intentions of ideologues like Beam and Lane, has proven to be beneficial to the radical environmentalist movements like the ELF, whose sole aim is to mobilize many actions, the ideological justifications for which may be manifold.

Leaderless Resistance in the ELF

The ELF first began operating in the United Kingdom in 1992, started by a group of Earth First!ers who were frustrated by their organization’s desire to abandon illegal tactics. By 1997, actions were occurring in the United States, and the perpetrators began delivering communiqués claiming responsibility to environmental activists Leslie James Pickering and Craig Rosebraugh, first through their mailbox and telephone, and then through e-mail. Rosebraugh and Pickering would then act as publicists for the perpetrators, conducting media interviews that would publicize the communiqués. Websites also play a major role in the ELF’s exhortations of actions, by disseminating guidelines for action, by reporting the various direct actions that ELFers commit, and by providing instructions about how to commit direct actions successfully.

The ELF’s deliberate employment of the leaderless resistance strategy is evident from statements made on its website:

> Because the ELF structure is non-hierarchical, there is no centralized organization or leadership. There is also no “membership” in the Earth Liberation Front. In the past...individuals have committed arson and other illegal acts under the ELF name. Individuals who choose to do actions under the banner of E.L.F. do so only driven by their personal conscience. These have been individual choices, and are not endorsed, encouraged, or approved of by the management and participants of this website.

There appears to be no intra-movement communication between ELF cells, and demonstrations or events at which ELF adherents could congregate are markedly absent.

Thus, the ELF does not recruit members to a pre-existing organization, but rather encourages people to start their own micro-organizations to further ELF’s ends. In an introductory video to the ELF, publicist Craig Rosebraugh advises, “There’s no realistic chance of becoming active in an already existing cell... Take initiative; form your own cell.” Similar to Beam, Rosebraugh advocates the leaderless resistance strategy because, unlike pyramidal or hub-and-spoke organizational structures, “if one cell is infiltrated or captured by authorities, the members cannot
provide any information that might lead to the capture of other cells.” Earth First! leader Judi Bari’s praise of the development of the ELF in the UK is also reminiscent of David Lane’s recommendation of a separation between public and clandestine “arms” of his movement. Writes Bari:

England Earth First! has been taking some necessary steps to separate above ground and clandestine activities. Earth First!, the public group, has a nonviolence code and does civil disobedience blockades. Monkey-wrenching is done by [the] Earth Liberation Front (ELF). Although Earth First!ers may sympathize with the activities of elf, they do not engage in them.

If we are serious about our movement in the U.S., we will do the same. Despite the romantic notions of some over-imaginative Ed Abbey fans, Earth First! is in reality an above ground group. We have above ground publications, public events, and a yearly national Rendezvous with open attendance.

Civil disobedience and sabotage are both powerful tactics in our movement. For the survival of both, its time to leave the night work to the elves in the woods.

It is interesting that Bari does not advocate the abandonment of all sabotage per se. Rather, she advocates leaving it to the “elves” for strategic reasons. Thus, the ELF appears to exemplify the strategy of leaderless resistance outlined by far-right thinkers such as Louis Beam and David Lane, but under the auspices of an entirely different ideological framework.

Figure 1 illustrates how the leaderless resistance strategy differs from other forms of organization. The categories are ideal-typical, and any exemplars would therefore only be approximate. What is more, some groups clearly change their

Figure 1. Leaderless resistance as compared to other organizational forms.
orientation towards leadership and thus may shift categories over time. A prime example of this would be Al Qaeda, which, at the time of September 11, 2001, was fairly pyramidal in its organizational structure. Since then, however, it has undergone a rhizomatic leveling such that it would now be best placed in either the hub-and-spoke or leaderless resistance categories.

Radical Environmentalism as a Call to Action

It is clear that the core motivation for radical environmental movements like the ELF is a call to action—“direct actions” specifically. Radical environmentalists gauge the success of their movement not in terms of the number of adherents it is able to attract, or whether it manages to develop a cogent philosophy or “worldview,” or even whether it is able to successfully lobby governments to pass environmentally friendly laws. Rather, because the radical environmentalist goal is immediate change, its standard of success is gauged by the number of “direct actions” it can mobilize, and the efficacy of these actions in putting a halt to the ongoing degradation of the wilderness.

Historically, this call to action was a consequence of frustration with the ineffectiveness of the traditional forms of environmental protest that organizations such as the Wilderness Society and the Sierra Club were employing. By 1977, future Earth First! co-founder Dave Foreman had risen to become the Wilderness Society’s chief congressional lobbyist, but his experiences in Washington soon served to disillusion him and he resigned his post. He had come to see many environmental groups as “becoming indistinguishable from the corporations they were supposedly fighting” and he regarded the lobbyists alongside whom he had been working as “less part of a cause than members of a profession.” Thus, in 1980, he and five friends went hiking in Mexico’s Pinacate Desert where they formed Earth First! The group’s slogan, “No compromise in defense of mother earth!,” meant to signal that within this organization there would be none of the “give and take” strategy of the Washington environmental lobby. The group Foreman envisioned would be committed to direct action—both in the form of civil disobedience and monkeywrenching—seeing it as the only viable option for staving off an ecological catastrophe.

Dave Foreman made clear his intention that Earth First! would give precedent to actions as opposed to ideas in his 1982 article “Earth First!,” saying, “Action is key. Action is more important than philosophical hairsplitting or endless refining of dogma (for which radicals are so well known). Let our actions set the finer points of our philosophy.” To this day, Earth First! still holds to the ideal of allowing many divergent viewpoints as long as these different stances translate into direct actions:

While there is broad diversity within Earth First! from animal rights vegans to wilderness hunting guides, from monkeywrenchers to careful followers of Gandhi, from whiskey-drinking backwoods riffraff to thoughtful philosophers, from misanthropes to humanists there is agreement on one thing, the need for action!

Thus, inclusion and action are two ideals to which Earth First! strives. The history of Earth First! demonstrates, however, that at times these two ideals can be less than complementary.
Factions Rather than Actions

Keeping in mind the thesis of this article, namely that the radical environmentalist movement enjoys an increased ability to mobilize actions because of the ideological inclusiveness that leaderless resistance fosters, we would do well to recognize some of the difficulties that the movement suffered before certain parts of it evolved to shed its leaders. As Earth First! grew, ideological cleavages would indeed compromise its ability to keep actions—not ideas—in the forefront of the movement. A seemingly constant source of internal ideological discord within Earth First! was its eponymous journal. In its early years, *Earth First!*’s small format meant that there was room for the works of members of Earth First!’s governing body, “The Circle of Darkness,” and little else. Thus, initially there was a certain level of ideological purity within the journal. The waters began to muddy, however, between December of 1981 and February of 1982, as the number of letters to the editor that the journal published went from “four to thirty one per issue. In its new format, the paper disseminated not only the leadership’s beliefs but also the often divergent beliefs of the membership.”41 This tolerance for the expression of divergent beliefs and values is a source of pride for Earth First!, but as the group grew in size, these newly-influential members “exerted a centrifugal force on the group’s structure.”42 The *Earth First!* journal thus became the forum for many ideological debates very early in the organization’s development.

Often these disputes would become strikingly apparent when representatives from various Earth First! chapters congregated at national conferences. These meetings had a tendency to devolve into hostile and unproductive debate among various factions. Attempts to make sure that each participant had a chance to voice his or her own opinion also took away from the meetings’ constructiveness. Illustrative of this is Bari’s recollection of a meeting at which Earth First!er Karen Wood proposed to change the structure of *Earth First!*’s editorial board. The meeting style was clearly far from productive. Bari recalled that after Karen Wood’s proposal:

The facilitator said, “Okay, that’s one proposal, now let’s have another.” And she recognized another person with another proposal, then another, then another. If someone tried to just make a comment, the facilitator said, “Let’s turn that into a proposal,” until finally there were 23 proposals simultaneously on the floor, and the entire group was thoroughly confused.43

Ethnographer Jonathan Purkis also has commented on Earth First! meetings he visited in Manchester, UK. He noticed that much of the meetings’ inefficiency derived from the anti-authoritarianism that made potential leaders within the movement unwilling to step forward, give direction, and set rules. In his experiences, he noted that:

The meeting would start rather haphazardly . . . Someone, usually one of the core group, would spread the mail which the group had received out on the floor, and start the meeting with a remark such as: “these are the things we should discuss/do something about.” . . . The lack of group
minutes to refer to from one meeting to another certainly reduced the effectiveness of how meetings were carried out. The informality of these meetings was striking, sometimes including interruptions such as telephone calls to (or from) other “northern” groups and off-the-point remarks, which often went unchecked. One of the core group—Owen (pseudonym)—had joked that group discussions were made on the basis of “a great deal of aimless discussion and banter.”

It is clear that this egalitarian meeting style, combined with the ideological diversity of Earth First!’s adherents, at times severely compromised Earth First!’s ability to delineate its goals—let alone to work towards them.

Eventually, Earth First! split into two main factions. One faction, led by Judi Bari, Mike Roselle, and Darryl Cherney, focused on social justice issues and renounced treespiking and other forms of monkeywrenching, in part because the practices were potentially dangerous for loggers. The other faction, led by Foreman and Christopher Manes, remained focused on protecting biodiversity and supported the use of all forms of direct action. In Bron Taylor’s analysis, the Foreman/Manes faction are given the nickname “Wilders” because they believed “that tying environmental protection to other issues, such as social justice, anti-imperialism, or workers rights, alienates many potential wilderness sympathizers.” The other faction viewed Foreman’s focus as being far too narrow ideologically, and believed in a more holistic (Taylor terms them “the Holies”) approach to environmentalism. As this factionalization progressed, more energy was diverted towards debates about ideology and away from performing the direct actions that Foreman had envisioned as being Earth First!’s forte. He lamented, “Disagreements over matters of philosophy and style... threaten to compromise the basic tenets of Earth First!, or make [it] impotent.”

Foreman eventually left Earth First! altogether and started Wild Earth, a journal more in line with his specific ideological orientation. The Earth First! journal continued, but still caused discord within the organization, airing a multitude of ideological disputes, which led to further instability in the movement and journal. One Earth First!er lamented,

Thus, ideological cleavages were a constant problem for Earth First!, the first major radical environmental group in the United States. These cleavages diverted the movement’s focus away from its initial goal of planning and instigating actions that would protect the wilderness from degradation. Despite this, Earth First! remains a potent—though less radical—force in the wider environmental movement milieu, and continues to have its own successes and failures in relation to its current goals.
Benefits of Leaderless Resistance for the ELF

Bron Taylor gives the most authoritative account of the emergence of the ELF in his Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature, citing various Earth First! sources which claim that the ELF began as a radical offshoot of Earth First! in England. Taylor thus includes both Earth First! and the ELF under the same encyclopedic heading, signaling—what was in the beginning at least—a fundamental indistinctness between the movements. Clearly, today the ELF has outgrown this association with Earth First!, partly through its use of leaderless resistance, a strategy of recruitment that is well-suited to reaching beyond traditional ideological boundaries. The divergence of the two movements has meant that, while Earth First! has continued to moderate, looking less and less distinct from other formerly radical groups like Greenpeace, the ELF has produced ever-more extreme actions which have captured headlines around the world.

Both Ackerman and Taylor argue that “prolific intra-movement debate” decreases the likelihood that members within a movement will begin to commit violent acts because debate tends to have a moderating effect on the extreme members and/or elements of organizations. Thus, for movements predicated on endorsing violent actions, the best strategy would be to limit opportunities for debate while being inclusive of a wide range of ideological positions. Below are some of the specific ways that leaderless resistance has enabled the ELF to be more ideologically inclusive.

First, the ELF moniker itself increases the range of ideological positions to which adherents can remain sympathetic, by enabling adherents to interpret the name in a way that suits their ideological orientation. For example, some radical environmentalists choose to conflate the animal liberation movement, represented by aboveground organizations such as People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), with the radical environmentalist movement. For them, the Animal Liberation Front (ALF) and the ELF are merely different expressions of the same underlying ideology, and they see this unity represented by the similarity of the two movements’ names. Other radical environmentalists, however, protest this union because they regard the actions of animal liberationists—who in the past have “liberated” exotic animals by releasing them into the wild—as being harmful to ecosystems. So, while some choose to see ELF and ALF as twin movements, others—for whom this pairing would be distasteful—can choose to see the ELF as entirely autonomous. Thus, when adherents of the ELF decide to engage in direct action, they can choose with whom they wish to associate ideologically.

The ELF moniker also lends itself to interpretations that are favorable to both sides of another prominent debate within the environmentalist movement, concerning the role that religion and/or myth ought to play in protest. Philosopher Kate Soper noted that there is a spectrum of positions in the green movement ranging from those who would dismiss any recourse to myth or magic as a capitulation to irrationalism that can only discredit its forms of protest, to those who would insist that these forms of thinking offer the most powerful and effective antidote to instrumental rationality.

While primarily political/rational-minded or secular adherents will read “ELF” as an acronym for “earth liberation front,” those who have an affinity to the more
mystical, pagan aspects of radical environmentalism will be more likely to read the
ELF appellation in terms of its pagan symbolism, seeing themselves as mischievous
“elves” who come to wreak havoc in the night. By being interpretable, the ELF
moniker appeals to both ends of the sacred/secular spectrum, reducing the likeli-
hood that someone will abandon his or her adherence to the movement because
of disagreements about the role of religion and myth in environmental protest. Thus,
the ELF name allows the movement to “cast its net wide” for adherents with very
different ideological orientations.

Second, the ELF’s ability to attract young men is enhanced by its limitation of ideologi-cal content on its website and in its publications. An overwhelming pro-
portion of young men in an organization’s constituency will provide a motivational
predisposition for a general transition to more violent behavior. This is a result of
simple and measurable tendencies of young and male demographics. For example, a
survey of U.S. district courts found that 92.9% of all defendants convicted for viol-
ent crimes in 2001 were male, while 78.4% of defendants convicted were between six-
teen and forty years of age. Thus, given that violent actions are most likely to be
perpetrated by those who are young or male, movements like the ELF which seek to
instigate violent actions do best when their propaganda targets these demographics.

Since, however, young males do not tend to adhere to any particular ideology,
and are distributed evenly throughout society, it would be difficult to provide an ide-ological basis for attracting young men specifically. Indeed, Chip Berlet, a senior
analyst from the left-wing think tank, Political Research Associates, sees the ELF
website as appealing more to young males’ desire for glory rather than to any specific
ideological beliefs they might hold. He sees the website as “a framework for recruit-
ing young men to do this kind of stuff . . . . You come up with an exhortation of what
a hero will do, and some person comes out and says ‘I want to be a hero.’”

The wording of ELF communiqués is often rebellious and playful, using themes
such as Christmas in an irreverent way that would be appealing to young, dis-
gruntled would-be heroes. Particularly striking in this regard was the communique’s
to Rosebraugh after the burning of a U.S. Forest Industries office in Medford,
Oregon in 1998:

To celebrate the holidays we decided on a bonfire. Unfortunately for US
Forest Industries it was at their corporate headquarters office.

On the foggy night after Christmas when everyone was digesting
their turkey and pie, Santa’s ELF’s dropped two five-gallon buckets of
diesel/unleaded mix and a gallon jug with cigarette delay; which proved
to be more than enough to get this party started.

This was in retribution for all the wild forests and animals lost to feed
the wallets of greedy fucks like Jerry Bramwell, USFI president. This
action is payback and it is a warning to all others responsible, we do
not sleep and we won’t quit.

What strikes one about this communique are not powerful ideological arguments—
indeed, the ideological justifications are quite vague. Clearly of more impact for
potential youthful recruits would be the almost comic-bookish style in which the
communique was written. The arson is depicted as a mischievous “party” carried
out by elfish subverters who act under the cover of darkness.
Ackerman points out that, of the few suspects who have been arrested or indicted for connections to ELF actions, “all but one have been male and most are teenagers or young adults.”\textsuperscript{60} When one looks at these individuals, they are surprisingly bereft of long-standing and deep environmentalist commitments. For example, \textit{New York Times} writer Al Baker had suspicions about how ideological were the motivations of Matthew Rammelkap (16), George Mashkow (17), and Jared McIntyre (17), all of whom plead guilty to arson conspiracy in 2001. He wondered if their ELF-claimed actions were “the work of a smart, devoted band of eco-terrorists or young vandals merely blowing off adolescent steam?”\textsuperscript{61} Then there are Craig “Critter” Marshall (twenty-eight) and Jeffrey “Free” Luers (twenty-two). Marshall, who is now serving a five-and-a-half-year sentence for fire-bombing a Chevrolet dealership in Eugene, Oregon, admitted to \textit{New York Times} reporter Bruce Barcott that growing up, he “held political beliefs that weren’t so much pro-environment as anti-authority.”\textsuperscript{62} Similarly, Jeffrey Luers, now serving a twenty-two year and eight-month sentence for his participation, remarked in an interview with \textit{Earth First!} that “originally I was radicalized by anti-authoritarian, anarchist beliefs, as well as animal rights,” and that his environmental radicalism came only in 1997.\textsuperscript{63} Thus, one could question whether the ELF would have been able to mobilize these young males if it were more ideologically specific in its propaganda.

Another example of this strategy of limiting ideological content is the ELF’s thirty-seven-page manual, \textit{Setting Fires With Electrical Timers: An Earth Liberation Front Guide}.\textsuperscript{64} While it gives very detailed instructions on how to engage in acts of arson, this manual is nearly devoid of references to environmental issues or ideology. On the second page are instructions to copy and distribute the manual to “bookstores that specialize in animal rights, environmental and anarchist literature.” After this very brief mention of the broad ideological orientation of its authors, the rest of the manual is devoted to technical issues such as creating a clean room to avoid leaving DNA evidence and soldering a digital timer for an incendiary device. By not explicitly stating ideological precepts, the manual lends itself to use by anyone, regardless of the person’s ideological orientation. This open use is of little practical concern for the ELF, however, because, as Garfinkel (commenting on the Vail, Colorado arson) writes:

\begin{quote}
Even if the ELF was not responsible for the Vail fire, ELF’s claim of the fire gives it a powerful propaganda tool: a photograph of what appears to be the burning hotel appears on the front page of ELF’s Web site. Even if people believing in ELF’s ideology were not directly responsibly for the fire, the existing of ELF and its ideology may have given the arsonists the additional motivation or cover to carry out the crime.\textsuperscript{65}
\end{quote}

Today, actions from the ELF are very common, and fear of terrorism is rampant. In this climate, there may be no safer way to commit insurance fraud, or revengeful arson, or just go thrill-seeking, than to follow the ELF’s guidelines, spray paint “the elves were here” at the site, and lead authorities up the garden path. Thus, the \textit{definition} by the public and law enforcement of many of the ELF’s acts as exclusively motivated by environmental concerns is \textit{itself} part of the ELF’s mobilization strategy. That the ELF gains notoriety and influence through the actions of those whose true motivations are far from certain underscores a foundational truism of
sociological inquiry expressed poignantly by William Isaac Thomas: “If men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences.”

Politics as a Contentious Issue Amongst Radical Environmentalists

We have seen how leaderless resistance is beneficial to the ELF specifically, but there are many areas of debate that can be fractious for environmental organizations in general. Before closing this article, I consider just one of these areas—environmental politics—below.

Conventional wisdom is prone to seeing environmental concerns as existing primarily within the domain of left-of-center political interests. The presence of conservative anti-environmentalist organizations such as the Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise (CDFE), the “wise use” movement, along with the lack of concern for environmental issues by the Reagan and both Bush administrations reinforces this perception. John Gray summarized the conventional characterization of the relationship between conservatism and environmentalism:

It is fair to say that, on the whole, conservative thought has been hostile to environmental concerns over the past decade or so in Britain, Europe and the United States. Especially in America, environmental concerns have been represented as anti-capitalist propaganda under another flag.

Today, the idea that environmentalism is an exclusively liberal cause continues to be popularly held despite some recent developments that would challenge such views. Thus, for many, the recent attempts by the Bush administration to open Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge to oil drilling represents merely another incident in continuance with a long legacy of environmental irresponsibility by conservatives in America.

Though it is true that those who hold positions of power within conservative movements have largely been unsympathetic to environmental causes, a conservative political orientation itself is not necessarily antagonistic to environmental concerns. Those not in power in the right wing (and thus of more interest for the study of leaderless resistance) are more likely to have interests and beliefs that are divergent from the mainstream of their movement. As Bruce Pilbeam showed, an environmental consciousness can be consistent with the general political philosophy to which conservatives subscribe. Furthermore, Pilbeam outlined how conservative thought may have an affinity even with many qualities of deep ecology—the philosophy that guides the thinking of many radical environmentalists.

This potential affinity between conservatism and deep ecology makes the fact of Dave Foreman’s Republican Party membership, his support of the Vietnam War, and his work as campaign manager for Barry Goldwater seem less surprising. Although the liberal Earth Firster Judi Bari saw “an inherent contradiction in Dave Foreman,” in fact, his example shows how conservative thought can be combined with radical environmentalist concerns to form a cogent worldview. Thus, Foreman’s orientation is not merely an anomaly, a quirky exception to the general rules of where environmentalist concerns ought to fit within the political spectrum. Rather, he exemplifies how the politics of environmentalism often are incommensurable with the traditional left/right distinction that usually shapes political thought.
Recognition of this incommensurability also provides insight into the motivations of Canada’s most prominent ecouteur, Wiebo Ludwig. On April 19, 2000, Ludwig was convicted of bombing a gas well and encasing another wellhead in concrete along with three other explosives-related charges in northwestern Alberta, for which he spent twenty-one months in jail. Two of these counts were for mischief by destroying property and possessing an explosive substance. Interestingly, when committing direct actions, Ludwig used ideas that he gleaned from Dave Foreman’s book, *Ecodefense: A Field Guide to Monkeywrenching*, such as covering his shoes with socks to avoid leaving tracks.

A former Christian Reformed Church preacher, Ludwig was intensely conservative on social issues. While pastor of Goderich Christian Reformed Church, his strict views about male “headship” and the roles of women caused much dissention among his congregation. According to Nikiforuk, “He asked working women why they weren’t home caring for children, and women with one or two offspring why they hadn’t begotten ‘a full quiver.’” For a time in 1999, rumors were circulating that Ludwig might run for leadership of the ultra-conservative Social Credit party in Alberta. The late Green activist, Tooker Gomberg, who was a prominent liberal, spent some time camping with Ludwig, and summarized his feelings about the man as follows:

> I find myself staring into the fire for relief, trying to work through the paradox that, although this man is a patriarchal diehard, a fundamentalist, anti-gay—and arrogant—we have few differences on the ecological front. Dare I say I admire him? A few years back I stayed at his rambling farmhouse, where I marveled at the family’s self-reliance. But he remains an imperfect hero.

Thus, if one were to gather together a group of radical environmentalists, one can only assume that their discussions of politics would be lively, if not mutually vitriolic. Only with a leaderless resistance strategy could people with political ideologies as divergent as Ludwig and Gomberg be mobilized to commit acts for a similar cause.

**Conclusion**

Social movements as different from one another as the American radical right and radical environmentalism are able to employ the strategy of leaderless resistance. The radical environmentalist movement’s use of the strategy illustrates how it is conducive to *intra*-movement ideological diversity as well. Although the progenitors of leaderless resistance in these two social movements seek to assure potential followers (and perhaps themselves) that what coheres their respective movements is a shared ideology, the organizational structure (or lack thereof) of leaderless resistance means that there is, in fact, no way of determining if such a shared ideology actually exists. Once a social movement leader implements leaderless resistance, the movement becomes, in a sense, a “creature unto itself,” and those who commit actions do so of their own ideological volition, completely separate from the wishes of those who are at times considered to be the movement’s *de facto* leaders.

There is no doubt that, initially, the impetus for the ELF’s adoption of the leaderless resistance strategy was the same as that of the American radical right: to
avoid state detection, infiltration, and prosecution by powerful government agencies. Once implemented, however, it became clear that leaderless resistance also allows the ELF to avoid ideological cleavages by eliminating all ideology extraneous to the very specific cause of halting the degradation of nature, thereby eliminating opportunities for ideological debate. In effect, the ELF’s use of leaderless resistance creates an overlapping consensus among those with vastly different ideological orientations, mobilizing a mass of adherents who would have never been able to work together in an organization like Earth First!, which is characterized by a more traditional organizational structure. In short, in using leaderless resistance, the ELF allows its adherents to “believe what they will” while still mobilizing them to commit many direct actions for a specific cause.

Since the initial writing of this article, there has been a rash of arrests and indictments against suspected ELF adherents. Based on the thesis presented here, one recommendation to investigators of terrorism is a caution against relying too heavily on ideological linkages among perpetrators of leaderless resistance actions. In leaderless resistance, the reasons for the formation of a new violent cell may have much more to do with group dynamics at the micro level and the psychological makeup/personal histories of violence-prone individuals rather than with the particular ideology to which perpetrators happen to subscribe or the sub-cultural milieu that they inhabit. An over-reliance on ideological linkages in investigations of leaderless resistance is not only ineffective, but it can also elicit perceptions of harassment, contributing to persecutory ideation which in turn may serve to further radicalize fringe elements of movements that employ leaderless resistance.
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